Why do you attend IPAC?

I learn so much about what is happening within the injury prevention community. At times this position can feel very isolated. When I can manage to be here I always take something new away.

I like to see what projects and ideas everyone is working on. Get some ideas on how to evolve my program.

I like to see other injury prevention professionals.

Connect with other injury prevention professionals - become of way of local programming to share with partners in the communities.
What goals do you have for this group?

I would like to learn more about the trending statistics on injuries in our state. A state risk assessment if you will. Then if there are already evidence-based programs out there let's learn about those as well.

partner with other states' IP experts to learn about other programs we can bring to Indiana.

In the community with an invisible injury that are not diagnosed. I would like to network and learn from others in this group on resources and services that the population I work with can benefit from.

Learn from others in this group on resources and services that the population I work with can benefit from. And I would like to collaborate with others on this group to help those we mutually assist in any way we can.

Identification of programs/processes that are working on a smaller scale and figuring out how to collectively ramp them up to maybe PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) the work in other areas.

common agendas for advocacy and elevating issues -- maybe a project/topic areas per year, for example?
What topics do you want to see in 2022?

- It’s easy to get wrapped up in what we anecdotally believe the most pressing issues are. Or what our personal interests/roles lead us to focus on. How can we use morbidity/mortality/incidence data to really uncover the needs?

- Family violence. Health and social disparities—information for minorities, etc.

- How do the coroners use the data from NVDRS

- Impact of social determinants of health on injuries